2018-10-04: How Do We Teach Community Engagement to Medical Students?
Listed below are resources shared on the chat last night:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community engagement in US and Canadian medical schools
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3661243/
New curriculum teaches patient-centric practices for 21st-century docs
https://news.psu.edu/story/376758/2015/10/22/research/new-curriculum-teaches-patient-centric-practices21st-century-docs
TF6 Adventures in Teaching Millennials: Population Health, Community Engagement, and Design Thinking for
First Year Medical Students https://www.annemergmed.com/article/S0196-0644(16)308757/fulltext?code=ymem-site
Symbiotic, medical student-initiated community engagement on a rural longitudinal integrated clerkship
http://www.amsj.org/archives/6321
Farmer’s Market in Hershey (Doctor-initiated) https://m.facebook.com/farmersmarketinhershey/
To Fight Burnout, Organize https://catalyst.nejm.org/burnout-sdoh-collective-action/
Conversations with Scientists https://www.mcw.edu/events/conversations-with-scientists-immunology-oct-16
Walk with a Doc https://walkwithadoc.org/
Physician in the Community https://www.mcw.edu/education/medical-school/campuses/central-wisconsincampus/central-wisconsin-campus-scholarly-pathways
How to Build a Global Community https://t.co/88B0aLx4yv
Physicians for a Healthy California https://www.phcdocs.org/medical-student-grant-program

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
Welcome to the #mededchat (US) I am your moderator for the next hour, @alliance4clined #meded

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Join us Oct 4th for the #mededchat at 9PM Eastern/NYC to discuss how we teach
community engagement to #medstudents#meded @a…
Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Welcome to the #mededchat (US) I am your moderator for the next
hour, @alliance4clined #meded
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
Kristina here, checking in for #MedEdChat from Boston! Busy prepping for class tomorrow so can't chat
too much, but wanted to
support @MedEdChat and @GLBDallaghant! #MedEd @hur2buzy @myheroistrane https://t.co/xBbFSc
qUY0
Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Welcome to the #mededchat (US) I am your moderator for the next
hour, @alliance4clined #meded
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
The #mededchat topic & questions will be announced in a moment…for now, please introduce
yourselves #meded

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane9 hours ago
RT @kristinadzara: Kristina here, checking in for #MedEdChat from Boston! Busy prepping for class
tomorrow so can't chat too much, but want…
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
@kristinadzara @hur2buzy @myheroistrane Thanks! #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Gary in North Carolina here! #mededchat #meded

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
If you are tuning in to the #mededchat, remember to use the #meded AND #mededchat hashtag and try
to answer with the Topic numbers (T1, T2, T3)
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
We will assume that all of your tweets are your own during this hour unless otherwise
stated #meded #mededchat
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
Topic 1: Strengthening linkages between physicians and their communities can help address health
problems. How does your medical school encourage this? #mededchat
Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd9 hours ago
T1 #mededchat There are a lot of schools incorporating population health into the curriculum. That may
lead to more active engagement https://t.co/OslnJxgSZG
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T1 #mededchat There are a lot of schools incorporating population health into the
curriculum. That may lead to more ac…
Sarah Perez McAdoo @PerezMcAdoo9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Start by building the Community-Doctor relationship based on respect, trust and
transparency. #mededchat
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat9 hours ago
@PerezMcAdoo T1 How do you propose to do that? Do you think that relationship is
broken? #mededchat
Jennifer K. Chen, MD FAAP @DrJenChen4kids9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Jennifer in San Diego multitasking while on call again (this seems to be a recurring
theme ) #MedEdChat

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane9 hours ago
@PennStHershey embeds all of its first year students in healthcare practices across #CentralPa to work
as patient navigators: https://t.co/gu6IepGS0V #meded @Jed_Gonzalo15 #mededchat

John Lowry @DrJohn58858 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T1 #mededchat There are a lot of schools incorporating population health into the
curriculum. That may lead to more ac…
Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@myheroistrane @PennStHershey @Jed_Gonzalo15 T1 How do the students respond to that? Do they
feel it has distracted from their education? #mededchat #meded
Paul Miron @drpmiron8 hours ago
#mededchat Schools need to identify their community, engage with them and involve them in the
teaching. The community must declare the engagement for it to work! NOSM has a Social Accountability
mandate that leads the way in this!
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @drpmiron: #mededchat Schools need to identify their community, engage with them and involve
them in the teaching. The community must de…
Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
I think a key facet of partnerships between academic health centers and the community is
establishing/repairing relationships with community physicians and hospitals. Tear down the ivory
tower! #mededchat #meded
Dr Samer Al-Bothaigi @SalemSamer8 hours ago
RT @drpmiron: #mededchat Schools need to identify their community, engage with them and involve
them in the teaching. The community must de…
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
@drpmiron Do you have any links about what NOSM is doing that you could
share? #mededchat #meded
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: I think a key facet of partnerships between academic health centers and the
community is establishing/repairing relation…
Jennifer K. Chen, MD FAAP @DrJenChen4kids8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: @nyuschoolofmed was pretty supportive of initiatives like the student-run free clinic
or outreach screenings. We also learned about various programs that certain attendings were running
to reach specific groups (eg gay men or families with low health literacy) #MedEdChat
Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@myheroistrane Is this still a thing? I guess I've not noticed relationships with private sector were still
being eroded. #mededchat
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @DrJenChen4kids: @MedEdChat T1: @nyuschoolofmed was pretty supportive of initiatives like the
student-run free clinic or outreach screen…

Khalid Kamal, MD, FAAP @KamalFAAP8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Khalid Kamal from Michigan #mededchat #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@DrJenChen4kids @MedEdChat @nyuschoolofmed T1 The similar sorts of activities
occurred @unmccom Not yet discovered how @UNC_SOMdoes #mededchat
Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @PennStHershey @Jed_Gonzalo15 Mixed bag, BUT: the students who embraced it are
poised to change healthcare... I’m working with two who are asking completely new and important
questions as they interview for residency. This is the
future. #mededchat@AAhluwalia2013 @Jed_Gonzalo15 #MedEd
Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: @GLBDallaghan @PennStHershey @Jed_Gonzalo15 Mixed bag, BUT: the students
who embraced it are poised to change healthcare…
Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@KamalFAAP @MedEdChat Welcome! #mededchat

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan I think that even if it’s not overt, attitudes continue to ripple into the
future. #mededchat
John Lowry @DrJohn58858 hours ago
@myheroistrane @MedEdChat We use our faculty development and CME endeavors to build
relationships among physicians and facilitate partnerships in both the public and private
sector. #MedEdChat
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @DrJohn5885: @myheroistrane @MedEdChat We use our faculty development and CME endeavors
to build relationships among physicians and faci…
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Topic 2: What examples do your faculty set for community engagement? #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@myheroistrane So would it be helpful to promote more deliberate efforts to be in the community?
Could #medstudents help facilitate that effort? #mededchat
Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
@MedEdChat A!: All of our students do a 2-year project with a community group. The project includes
both service-learning and an IRB approved research project #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: @MedEdChat A!: All of our students do a 2-year project with a community group. The
project includes both service-learning a…
Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T1 #mededchat There are a lot of schools incorporating population health into the
curriculum. That may lead to more ac…
Paul Miron @drpmiron8 hours ago
#mededchat T2: full integration into the community, active in community activities/committees/etc.
Include students and residents in activities. Advocacy for community needs in health. Offer time and
support to local initiatives. I am talking smaller towns!
Dr Samer Al-Bothaigi @SalemSamer8 hours ago
RT @DrJohn5885: @myheroistrane @MedEdChat We use our faculty development and CME endeavors
to build relationships among physicians and faci…
Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 This is a good article demonstrating importance of community engagement,
particularly for longitudinal clinical experiences https://t.co/rzH7FVZGvi #mededchat #meded
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: @MedEdChat T2 This is a good article demonstrating importance of community
engagement, particularly for longitudinal c…
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
@jprunuske @MCWCentralWI RT @jprunuske Replying to @MedEdChat @MCWCentralWI uses a
Regional Admissions Advisory Committee composed of community members, not faculty. All of our
students are selected to join our campus by community members. Build early
trust! #mededchat #meded
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @drpmiron: #mededchat T2: full integration into the community, active in community
activities/committees/etc. Include students and resid…
Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
One of our faculty established a farmers market and community gardens which have become key venues
for a host of programs promoting population health. #mededchat #meded https://t.co/YikpVAH80V
Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: Faculty community engagement by regular attendance at community events, cultural
events, service on boards, memberships in clubs & organizations and then, importantly, inviting and
involving #meded students to join. #mededchat
Dinah Applewhite @Dinahlew8 hours ago
#mededchat q2: engage in important advocacy efforts such as supporting supervised injection
facilities @SIFMA_NOW . Show students that activism remains crucial

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: One of our faculty established a farmers market and community gardens which
have become key venues for a host of program…
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @Dinahlew: #mededchat q2: engage in important advocacy efforts such as supporting supervised
injection facilities @SIFMA_NOW . Show stud…
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: @MedEdChat T2: Faculty community engagement by regular attendance at community
events, cultural events, service on boards, m…
Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@drpmiron T2 Interestingly this article notes the numbers of medical schools with community service as
part of their mission....but to what extent that is done is
unclear https://t.co/DJ8IWDoUIk #mededchat #meded
Dinah Applewhite @Dinahlew8 hours ago
#mededchat so many reasons to get involved. https://t.co/t5ZAAUBLcc

debbie fearon @debbie_fearon8 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: @MedEdChat T2 This is a good article demonstrating importance of community
engagement, particularly for longitudinal c…
Dr. MD Lazarus @InsidOutAnatomy8 hours ago
#mededchat T2. Integration into community also means increasing medical literacy to improve patient
centered care. We are trying to achieve this through our @AskAnatomist podcast
at https://t.co/vtjCl0ihWq
Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
So Tweeps, is it time to completely reimagine the model of #meded to be one parallel to communitybased participatory research? Community-Based Participatory Medical Education,
perhaps? #mededchat #meded #CBPR
Sarah Perez McAdoo @PerezMcAdoo8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2. Involving faculty with experience in advocacy, community engagement and
mobilization. Also, formally integrate community members as part of the teaching faculty. #mededchat
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @Dinahlew: #mededchat so many reasons to get involved. https://t.co/t5ZAAUBLcc

Dr Samer Al-Bothaigi @SalemSamer8 hours ago
RT @InsidOutAnatomy: #mededchat T2. Integration into community also means increasing medical
literacy to improve patient centered care. We…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: So Tweeps, is it time to completely reimagine the model of #meded to be one
parallel to community-based participatory re…
Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: So Tweeps, is it time to completely reimagine the model of #meded to be one
parallel to community-based participatory re…
John Lowry @DrJohn58858 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 Is anyone participating in the Walk With A Doc program? Could be a great initiative for
physicians and residents. Also walk with a future doc for #medstudents #MedEdChat
Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
#mededchat Our school also hosts and invites community members to "Conversations with Scientists"
e.g. https://t.co/WKcdpVamL7
AskAnatomist @AskAnatomist8 hours ago
RT @InsidOutAnatomy: #mededchat T2. Integration into community also means increasing medical
literacy to improve patient centered care. We…
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
@DrJohn5885 T2 Never heard of that until now. Just looked at the
website https://t.co/QdZeMFWstb Great idea! #mededchat #meded
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: #mededchat Our school also hosts and invites community members to "Conversations
with Scientists" e.g. https://t.co/WKcdpVam…
Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: @DrJohn5885 T2 Never heard of that until now. Just looked at the
website https://t.co/QdZeMFWstb Great idea! #mededchat#m…
Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan I think they could, as long as we approach the community humbly, not with the overt or
covert idea that we are going to show community docs “how it’s done” ... hubris has no place
here. #mededchat
Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@jprunuske T2 What sort of population do you get attending? All age groups? #mededchat #meded

Dr Samer Al-Bothaigi @SalemSamer8 hours ago
#mededchat #mededchat community oriented medical education really decrease morbidity and
mortality for e.g in aYemen we live a bad War ,so trauma surgion and critical care surg play the main role
in medical survice
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @SalemSamer: #mededchat #mededchat community oriented medical education really decrease
morbidity and mortality for e.g in aYemen we liv…

Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
Absolutely! Community service and community engaged research. Also valuable to change the
curriculum to emphasized community and population health and outpatient clinical care, rather than the
common emphasis on inpatient care #mededchat
Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd8 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: Absolutely! Community service and community engaged research. Also valuable to
change the curriculum to emphasized communi…
Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Mostly seniors, but depends on the topic... who has interest is important. Also - I only
see one of our regional campuses, not attendance at the main and other regional campus... #mededchat
Julie Graves @drjuliegraves8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: So Tweeps, is it time to completely reimagine the model of #meded to be one
parallel to community-based participatory re…
Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
Projects, service, research etc, all should arise from the community. #Medicine is a service profession;
we exist to serve the community, not the other way around. #mededchat
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: Projects, service, research etc, all should arise from the community. #Medicine is a
service profession; we exist to serve…
Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd8 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: Projects, service, research etc, all should arise from the community. #Medicine is a
service profession; we exist to serve…
Julie Graves @drjuliegraves8 hours ago
RT @Alliance4ClinEd: T1 #mededchat There are a lot of schools incorporating population health into the
curriculum. That may lead to more ac…
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Topic 3: Longitudinal integrated clerkships fundamentally involve community engagement. Can this
model be used in block clerkships? Why or why not? #mededchat
Dr Samer Al-Bothaigi @SalemSamer8 hours ago
#mededchat also we had a malaria endemic ,so a nurse who know how to treat malaria is more worthy
than a prof in heart transplantation ,the 1st will really decrease the mortalities in my country
more #cimmunity_based_med_ed Serve the community
Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 3: Longitudinal integrated clerkships fundamentally involve community
engagement. Can this model be used in block cler…
Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: Projects, service, research etc, all should arise from the community. #Medicine is a
service profession; we exist to serve…

Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
Two of our faculty coordinate a Physicians in the Community Scholarly
Pathway. https://t.co/TGXtmaJVTM #mededchat
Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3 I would say from my years of work with pediatrics, yes. I wonder about other
disciplines though @COMSEPediatrics #mededchat#meded
Jennifer K. Chen, MD FAAP @DrJenChen4kids8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: Leading advocacy efforts, supporting things like school clinics (#pediatrics), public
education (eg Health Stars @radychildrens or Doctor Radio @NYUDocs), bringing in patients to teach
about their experiences #MedEdChat
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @DrJenChen4kids: @MedEdChat T2: Leading advocacy efforts, supporting things like school clinics
(#pediatrics), public education (eg Heal…
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: Two of our faculty coordinate a Physicians in the Community Scholarly
Pathway. https://t.co/TGXtmaJVTM #mededchat
Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@jprunuske I ran the scholarly concentrations while at @unmccom but never had a champion for
community work. Great idea! #mededchat #meded
Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @COMSEPediatrics Agree, possible, but much more challenging.
Building #relationships and #trust takes time. Especially if working with underserved or marginalized
communities. #mededchat
Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@jprunuske @MedEdChat @COMSEPediatrics Very true. @unmccom Fam Med clerkship is spent
entirely in the community for 2 months. They do get a chance to become involved in the local
communities #mededchat #meded
Sarah Perez McAdoo @PerezMcAdoo8 hours ago
RT @Dinahlew: #mededchat so many reasons to get involved. https://t.co/t5ZAAUBLcc

Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @UNMCCOM It's the only option for our campus - we have a campus mission to make
community-engaged physicians. Our main campus has many options, e.g. research, clinical care, global
health, QI/patient safety, others... #mededchat @MCWCentralWI
Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
Also requires multiple faculty and students involved in the effort. One or two isolated faculty is not
gonna cut it, when it comes to trust in the institution. #mededchat

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @jprunuske @MedEdChat @COMSEPediatrics @UNMCCOM Would a surgery or ob/gyn
clerkship be able to build in community engagement? #mededchat #meded
Frank Cacace @cacace_frank8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: So Tweeps, is it time to completely reimagine the model of #meded to be one
parallel to community-based participatory re…
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: Also requires multiple faculty and students involved in the effort. One or two
isolated faculty is not gonna cut it, whe…
Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @COMSEPediatrics @UNMCCOM Neurosurgery = head
injury prevention, trauma surgery = seatbelts, Derm = skin cancer prevention, ob/gyn = breast ca
screening; all = violence prevention etc YES, but needs a Champion or champions
as @myheroistrane says #mededchat
Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: @Alliance4ClinEd @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @COMSEPediatrics @UNMCCOM Neur
osurgery = head injury prevention, trauma surgery =…
Jennifer K. Chen, MD FAAP @DrJenChen4kids8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: Would be hard to do during block clerkships, esp if they’re as short as 4 weeks,
but #medicalstudents should really be learning about community engagement long before starting wards
anyway #MedEdChat
Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd8 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: @Alliance4ClinEd @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @COMSEPediatrics @UNMCCOM Neur
osurgery = head injury prevention, trauma surgery =…
Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
The global community poster comes to mind during tonight’s #Mededchat ... https://t.co/88B0aLx4yv

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: The global community poster comes to mind during
tonight’s #Mededchat ... https://t.co/88B0aLx4yv
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: @Alliance4ClinEd @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @COMSEPediatrics @UNMCCOM Neur
osurgery = head injury prevention, trauma surgery =…
John Lowry @DrJohn58858 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: @Alliance4ClinEd @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @COMSEPediatrics @UNMCCOM Neur
osurgery = head injury prevention, trauma surgery =…

Sarah Perez McAdoo @PerezMcAdoo8 hours ago
@Alliance4ClinEd @GLBDallaghan @jprunuske @MedEdChat @COMSEPediatrics @UNMCCOM Yes, it
can be integrated into OBGYN clerkship as part of the outpatient experience. #mededchat
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final
thoughts #mededchat
Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
Could have multiple #meded students engage in same project over time; e.g. one student starts, after
she finishes rotation, next student picks up and keeps it moving etc... #mededchat
Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
#Mededchat

Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: The global community poster comes to mind during
tonight’s #Mededchat ... https://t.co/88B0aLx4yv
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @SSawning Very late to #mededchat, but YES! We did this somewhat with our LGBTQ health project
(eQuality) here @uoflmedschool. Our community members served on an advisory board & helped review
and shape curriculum & then were paid as SPs to assess Med students. #meded
Jennifer K. Chen, MD FAAP @DrJenChen4kids8 hours ago
@jprunuske Sounds like how some of my co-residents kept a school health project going for several
years, passing between residents on lighter rotations and from one year to the next #MedEdChat
Loren @lorenlas18 hours ago
@MedEdChat Late arrival- Loren in Chicago #MedEdchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@jprunuske Good idea in theory, but hard to continue long term. This would really take champions to
ensure the handoff occurs each rotation. #mededchat
Paul Haidet @myheroistrane8 hours ago
Final thought: United we stand... true more than ever these days, including for the relationships between
academic health centers and the communities in their region. #Mededchat
Adam Hoverman DO @ahoverman8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: Final thought: United we stand... true more than ever these days, including for the
relationships between academic heal…
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: Final thought: United we stand... true more than ever these days, including for the
relationships between academic heal…

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or
email #meded #mededchat
Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
Yes and things sometimes fall apart. Again, easier if the project arises from the community and has stable
community partners, stakeholders etc. Project doesn't need to be driven by faculty
or #meded student. #mededchat
Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: Yes and things sometimes fall apart. Again, easier if the project arises from the
community and has stable community partne…
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
That's a wrap...I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning on https://t.co/mJivoK9NyX on
the Resources page. Thanks everyone for participating! #meded
Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: Final thought: United we stand... true more than ever these days, including for the
relationships between academic heal…
Frank Cacace @cacace_frank8 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: Projects, service, research etc, all should arise from the community. #Medicine is a
service profession; we exist to serve…
Sarah Perez McAdoo @PerezMcAdoo8 hours ago
@MedEdChat “It can’t be about us, without us”. -quote from community partner. Community
engagement is essential to transforming health and healthcare in the most vulnerable and underserved
communities. #mededchat
Jennifer K. Chen, MD FAAP @DrJenChen4kids8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Putting in a plug for @PHCDocs actually finding #medicalstudent community engagement
projects! #MedEdChathttps://t.co/qqoZ0nqybO
Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
RT @PerezMcAdoo: @MedEdChat “It can’t be about us, without us”. -quote from community partner.
Community engagement is essential to transf…
Sarah Perez McAdoo @PerezMcAdoo8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: Final thought: United we stand... true more than ever these days, including for the
relationships between academic heal…
Susan Sawning @SSawning8 hours ago
We have to get our students/faculty out into the community and the community into our schools. Do
away with the us/them, start thinking more as one people, one goal-a healthy community. #mededchat
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @PerezMcAdoo: @MedEdChat “It can’t be about us, without us”. -quote from community partner.
Community engagement is essential to transf…

Jake Prunuske @jprunuske8 hours ago
RT @SSawning: We have to get our students/faculty out into the community and the community into our
schools. Do away with the us/them, star…
Sara Kelm @sarakelm187 hours ago
RT @PerezMcAdoo: @MedEdChat “It can’t be about us, without us”. -quote from community partner.
Community engagement is essential to transf…
Penn State Hershey @PennStHershey7 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: @PennStHershey embeds all of its first year students in healthcare practices
across #CentralPa to work as patient naviga…
Frank Cacace @cacace_frank7 hours ago
RT @SSawning: We have to get our students/faculty out into the community and the community into our
schools. Do away with the us/them, star…
Rady Children's @radychildrens7 hours ago
RT @DrJenChen4kids: @MedEdChat T2: Leading advocacy efforts, supporting things like school clinics
(#pediatrics), public education (eg Heal…
Thomas Kim @ThomasOKim6 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: Projects, service, research etc, all should arise from the community. #Medicine is a
service profession; we exist to serve…
Klaus B von Pressentin @klausvon6 hours ago
RT @SSawning: We have to get our students/faculty out into the community and the community into our
schools. Do away with the us/them, star…
Brian Ruff @brian_brianr5 hours ago
RT @SSawning: We have to get our students/faculty out into the community and the community into our
schools. Do away with the us/them, star…
Michaela Jansen @ProfMJansen3 hours ago
RT @jprunuske: #mededchat Our school also hosts and invites community members to "Conversations
with Scientists" e.g. https://t.co/WKcdpVam…

